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We describe here the elemental skeleton for realizing robust π-

conjugated molecules with  solid-state emission in the near-

infrared (NIR) region (F = 0.03–0.06). Initially, the diastereomers 

of bisboron azomethine complexes having phenyl groups with the 

same and opposite directions toward π-plane were synthesized. 

These diastereomers showed emission properties with larger red-

shifts (>200 nm) and 10 times larger emission efficiencies than the 

mononuclear complex. Theoretical calculation data indicate that 

superior optical properties of the bisboron complexation should be 

attributable to efficient expansion of π-conjugated system. In 

addition, the bisboron compounds and their conjugated polymers 

exhibited intense NIR emissions even in the solid states. 

Near-infrared (NIR) light has various advantageous features 

such as low photodamage to biological samples, deep tissue 

penetration and minimum interference from background auto-

fluorescence by biomolecules in the living systems.1 In addition, 

if dyes have solid-state luminescent properties, which are 

mostly spoiled in conventional luminescent dyes, these dyes 

can be a key unit in advanced optical devices, such as 

telecommunication devices2, laser amplifiers3 and organic light-

emitting diodes (OLEDs)4. One of the strategies for obtaining 

NIR-emissive dyes is to reduce the energy band gap (Eg) 

between HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) and 

LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) levels by using 

extended π-conjugated systems.5 As is often the case with 

polymer syntheses, another strategy is to construct an 

alternating array of electron-donor and acceptor moieties. 

Because HOMO and LUMO levels can be elevated and lowered 

by electron donors and acceptors, respectively, intense 

emission in longer wavelength regions can be obtained.6 

Although there are these established design strategies, there 

are still a limited number of emissive organic dyes having NIR 

and especially solid-state luminescent properties. In solid states, 

organic chromophores having large π-conjugated systems 

facilitate the consecutive π–π stacking and other electronic 

interactions (e.g., energy transfer, inter-, or intramolecular 

charge transfer, and excited states reactions).7 As a result, these 

materials have been suffering from the aggregation caused 

quenching (ACQ) effect.8 

Recently, we proposed the concept of “element-blocks”, which 

are minimum functional units containing heteroatoms, to 

create functional materials according to preprogrammed 

designs.9 On the basis of this strategy, it has been revealed that 

introduction of heteroatoms into organic scaffolds is one of the 

facile and effective methods to expand π-conjugated systems. 

In particular, boron-containing ‘‘element-blocks” are promising 

building blocks for developing luminescent materials by 

constructing planar and rigid conjugated systems.10 

Furthermore, ladder-type π-conjugated multi-boron complexes, 

possessing fused polycyclic skeletons with four coordinated 

boron atoms, have ideal emissive properties since their 

effectively-extended π-conjugated systems can contribute to 

the formation of the planar and rigid molecular skeletons.11 In 

the recent report, we reported synthesis and unique solid-state 

luminescent properties of the boron-fused azomethine complex 

modified with a diethylamino group. It was observed that this 

complex is able to avoid ACQ and shows intense emission in 

crystal larger than those in amorphous and diluted solution 
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Fig 1. Chemical structures of syn-, anti-bisBAm and monoBAm. 
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state (crystallization-induced emission enhancement, CIEE).12,13 

Furthermore, the donor-acceptor conjugated copolymers 

involving the boron-fused azomethine acceptor unit exhibited 

intense emission even in the thin films.14 These results suggest 

that π-conjugated systems should be extensively developed 

through the boron-fused azomethine unit. Particularly, the 

azomethine unit could be responsible for suppressing ACQ 

followed by induction of solid-state luminescence despite that 

boron-fused structures have highly-planar structures which are 

favorable for extending conjugated systems, while ACQ often 

occurs due to non-specific intermolecular interactions. From 

these results, we presumed that further extension of π-

conjugated systems involving the boron-fused azomethine 

complexes might be a potential design for obtaining a solid-

state emissive material in the NIR region. 

Herein, we report the bisboron complexes having the phenyl 

capping at the boron atoms composed of the fused structure 

which can contribute to construction of robust π-conjugated 

system based on the azomethine scaffold. Two kinds of 

diastereomers were successfully isolated, and it was observed 

that the bisboron complexes exhibited NIR emission not only in 

solution but also in solid because of steric hindrances of the 

phenyl substituents. Additionally, owing to good solubility in 

organic solvents, polymerization was accomplished utilizing the 

complex as a monomer. From the alternating copolymers, large 

degrees of red-shifted absorption and emission spectra were 

observed compared to those of bisboron complexes as well as 

mono-boron ones, indicating that π-conjugated system should 

be efficiently developed through whole molecules. Finally, NIR-

luminescent film materials can be obtained with the polymers 

through an ordinal spin-coating method.  
The bisboron complex bisBAm containing two boron-fused 

structures was synthesized from the azomethine tridentate 

ligand 3 (Schemes  S1–S3 and Fig. 1 and S1–S9). To evaluate the 

effect on the expansion of π-conjugated system by the bisboron 

complexation, we also synthesized the mononuclear boron 

complex monoBAm (Schemes S4–S5 and Fig. 1 and S10–S14). 
1H NMR spectrum of bisBAm showed two singlet peaks at δ = 

8.04, 8.05 ppm which corresponded to the azomethine protons, 

indicating that bisBAm is obtained as a diastereomeric mixture 

(syn- and anti-bisBAm) due to the stereogenic boron centers 

(Fig. S28). To examine the optical properties of these 

diastereomers individually, we tried separating these 

diastereomers by a reprecipitation method. After pouring Et2O 

(poor solvent) to the diastereomeric mixture solution in CHCl3 

(good solvent) and stirring for 1 h at room temperature, the 

precipitation was generated. After filtration, the solvent was 

removed from the filtrate to afford diastereomer A as a deep 

blue powder. We also successfully obtained diastereomer B as 

a deep blue powder by purifying the precipitate. Fortunately, 

single crystal pieces of diastereomer B with sufficient size for a 

single-crystal X-ray analysis were obtained by a vapor diffusion 

method from the CHCl3 solution under Et2O atmosphere. 

According to the data at 106 K, diastereomer B was assigned to 

anti-bisBAm in which the two phenyl moieties protruded from 

the four-coordinated boron atoms were opposite side of the 

molecular framework (Fig. 2 and Table S1). There seems to be 

subtle interfacial π–π interaction in the crystal packing of anti-

bisBAm because large degree of steric hindrance of the six 

phenyl groups prevented the overlap among the π-conjugated 

skeletons. From these results, the remaining diastereomer A 

was assigned as syn-bisBAm where phenyl groups on boron 

atoms were the same side of the molecular plane.  

In UV–vis absorption spectra (Fig. 3a) of bisboron complexes 

syn- and anti-bisBAm in CHCl3 diluted solution, the longest 

absorption bands showed remarkable red-shift from that of 

monoBAm (Table 1). This result suggested that the conjugated 

systems in the ground state should be efficiently extended by 

bisboron complexation. Additionally, from the TD-DFT (time-

dependent density functional theory) calculations at the 

B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level (See Supporting Information), it was 

shown that the molecular orbitals of both HOMO and LUMO 

were more delocalized over the entire molecules in syn- and 

anti-bisBAm, compared to that of monoBAm (Fig. S34). 

Corresponded to the molecular orbitals spread, the Eg between 

the HOMO and LUMO of syn- and anti-bisBAm became 

narrower than that of monoBAm. The energy levels were 

determined by the calculation with the optical band gap (∆Eg,opt) 

obtained from the UV–vis absorption spectra (EHOMO = ELUMO − 

∆Eg,opt) and the data from cyclic voltammetry (CV) (Fig. S36). 

Accordingly, bisboron complexes showed narrower HOMO–

LUMO gaps than that of monoBAm originating from increases 

and decreases in HOMO and LUMO levels respectively. It should 

be emphasized that the decreases in LUMO levels were much 

larger than the increases in HOMO levels, suggesting that the 

electron-accepting ability should be enhanced by introducing 

the second boron-fused moieties.  

 

Fig. 3 a, c) UV–vis absorption and b, d) photoluminescence spectra of monoBAm, 

syn-bisBAm, anti-bisBAm, p-bisBAm-F and p-bisBAm-T in the solution (CHCl3, 

1.0×10–5 M) and crystalline states.   

 

Fig. 2 Thermal ellipsoid (probability level 50%) (left) and packing structure (right) 

of anti-bisBAm Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity. 
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Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of syn- and anti-bisBAm 

shows dramatically red-shifted emission bands by more than 

200 nm compared to that of monoBAm and their emission 

maxima reached to the NIR region (Fig. 3b and S31). These 

exceptionally-large degree of red-shifts comparing to the 

corresponding mono-nuclear boron complex have never been 

reported in previous literatures regarding π-conjugated multi-

boron compounds.11f,h,j,k This NIR luminescent properties 

should be originated from the robust conjugation involving the 

linearly-connected tandem azomethine units assisted by the 

fully-fused borons for realizing a planar and rigid molecular 

framework. Furthermore, their absolute fluorescence quantum 

yields (Fs) were about 10 times higher than that of monoBAm.  

To investigate influence of molecular motions on luminescent 

properties, emission yields were monitored with polystyrene 

films including 1 wt% of monoBAm or bisBAm (Table S3, Fig. 

S29 and S32). The F of monoBAm in the film state increased to 

be 0.013. In addition, the smaller Stokes shifts were observed in 

the film than that in the solution state, clearly indicating that 

the excited state of monoBAm should be deactivated via non-

radiative process in solution, and the decay process is able to be 

disturbed by the restriction of the intramolecular motion (Table 

S2–S3). Conversely, in the case of bisBAm, the F value in the 

film state was hardly changed compared to that in the solution 

state, suggesting that bisboron complexation enhances rigidity 

into the molecular framework.  

To get further insight about the kinetics, the radiative (kr) and 

non-radiative rate constants (knr) were determined from a PL 

lifetime measurements under various conditions (Table 1 and 

Fig. S33). In the dispersed films of monoBAm and bisBAm 

compounds, it was found that the kr of monoBAm was much 

smaller than those of bisBAm compounds, suggesting that the 

enhancement of F by bisboron complexation should be 

originated from the large oscillator strength of S1→S0 transition 

owing to the extension of the π-conjugated system. There was 

less significant difference between syn- and anti-bisBAm in the 

absorption and PL properties of the solution states. This fact 

suggests that the electronic structures of isolated bisBAm 

molecules are almost identical. 

Next, the emissive properties of syn- and anti-bisBAm in 

crystalline states were examined (Table S4 and Fig. 3b). The NIR 

emissions of bisBAm can be detected even in the solid states 

with F values (syn-bisBAm: F = 0.035; anti-bisBAm: F = 

0.052). These values are relatively high for NIR emitters because, 

in general, the F in the NIR region is significantly lower than 

that in the visible region due to the energy-gap law. In general, 

consecutive π–π stacking leads to emission quenching in solid 

through migration of excited energy. On the other hand, the 

significant emission quenching was hardly observed in both syn-

bisBAm and anti-bisBAm crystalline samples. This is probably 

because the protruded phenyl groups on boron atoms 

prevented π–π stacking in crystal. As a result, the NIR emissive 

property in solution can be preserved even in crystal. Notably, 

it was found that the PL spectra of syn-bisBAm was observed in 

the longer wavelength region than that of anti-bisBAm (syn-

bisBAm-F: λem = 757 nm; anti-bisBAm: λem = 745 nm) despite 

that the almost same emission properties were obtained in 

solution and the films. It should be because syn-bisBAm tends 

to form stronger intermolecular interaction between adjacent 

molecules than anti-bisBAm. This result might be responsible 

for the structural feature of syn-bisBAm, such as, a vacant 

molecular surface resulted from the phenyl groups on boron 

atoms orienting in the same direction.  

To probe the applicability of bisboron complexes as a 

monomer for constructing conjugated polymers, we acturally 

synthesized the donor-acceptor type conjugated copolymers p-

bisBAm-F and p-bisBAm-T from the dibrominated bisBAmBr 

and fluorene, bithiophene comonomers (Schemes S6–S9, Fig. 4 

and S15–S27). At this time, the monomer bisBAmBr was used 

as a diastereomeric mixture for polymerization due to difficulty 

in the separation of diastereomers. Polymerizations were 

accomplished by the palladium-catalyzed Migita–Kosugi–Stille 

coupling reaction15 with fluorene (F) or bithiophene derivatives 

(T) in toluene in the presence of conventional coupling reagents. 
The size-exclusion chromatography using CHCl3 as an eluent 

with the polystyrene standards clearly indicated generation of 

polymerization products (Table S6) In absorption spectra with 

the polymer solutions, the absorption bands were observed in 

much longer wavelength region with larger molar extinction 

coefficients than those of the monomeric bisBAm 

diastereomers, clearly proving that robust conjugation should 

be extended through polymer main chains (Table S2 and Fig. 3c). 

From TD-DFT calculations with model compounds p-bisBAm-F' 

and p-bisBAm-T', delocalization of HOMOs were observed, 

suggesting that extension of conjugated systems through 

polymer main chains plays a significant role in narrowing 

HOMO–LUMO energy band gaps and improving the oscillator 

strengths of S0→S1 transition (Fig. S35). Although the HOMO 

orbitals of p-bisBAm-F' and p-bisBAm-T' were more delocalized 

Table 1 Optical properties of synthesized compounds in solution statea 

 max,abs 

(nm)b 

em 

(nm)c 

ΦF
d τ 

(ns)e 

kr

 

(×108 

s−1)f 

knr
 

(×108 

s−1)f 

monoBAm 419 522 0.003 − − − 

syn-bisBAm 599 731 0.035 1.5 0.23 6.2 

anti-bisBAm 595 729 0.038 1.5 0.25 6.3 

p-bisBAm-F 610 742 0.060 1.4 0.47 6.6 

p-bisBAm-T 614 742 0.062 1.3 0.50 7.3 

aCHCl3 solution, 1.0×10‒5 M (per repeating units in the case of polymer 

samples). bThe longest absorption maximum. cFluorescence maxima with the 

excitation at the longest absorption maximum. dAbsolute fluorescence 

quantum yield.  eEmission lifetime at λem. fkr = ΦF/τ, knr = (1 − ΦF)/τ 

 

Fig 4. Chemical structures of p-bisBAm-F and p-bisBAm-T.  
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than bisBAm, there was hardly significant difference between 

HOMO levels of fluorene and bithiophene. This theoretical 

result was consistent with experimentally obtained results from 

the optical measurements. We assume that the delocalization 

of the HOMO orbitals might be mostly limited within bisBAm 

scaffolds. As a result, the fluorene and bithiophene moieties did 

not influence the HOMO energy levels. Furthermore, the Fs of 

p-bisBAm-F, -T were determined as 0.066 and 0.064, 

respectively, which were almost twice higher than those of 

monomeric bisBAm compounds (Table 2 and Fig. 3d). According 

to the kinetic data (Table S2), larger krs were observed from the 

polymers. This result supports that the fluorescence 

enhancement should be ascribed to the acceleration of 

radiation processes caused by extended π-conjugation. Finally, 

it was demonstrated that further red-shifted emission bands 

were obtained from the film samples without critical losses of 

Fs (p-bisBAm-F: F = 0.049, λem = 751 nm; p-bisBAm-T: F = 

0.042, λem = 751 nm, Table S5 and Fig. S30). Owing to film-

formability as well as superior luminescent properties, NIR-

emissive films, which are promised to be a key material in 

advanced low-cost and flexible OLEDs, can be readily obtained.  

In conclusion, robust π-conjugation systems can be 

constructed with the boron-fused azomethine units owing to 

the rigid and planar skeleton. Consequently, NIR emission can 

be obtained from the bisboron complexes and conjugated 

polymers. Meanwhile, despite molecular planarity, ACQ can be 

suppressed in condensed state. According to the X-ray analysis, 

it is proposed that the substituent at the boron atom could play 

a critical role in disturbing intermolecular interaction followed 

by efficient solid-state emission. Our finding might be widely 

applicable for the design of advanced NIR-emissive materials 

both in biotechnology and material science. 
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